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Use your intuition to set intentions for the reading. Ask your
question (What are the energies of a potential love relationship for
me? Or What are the energies around this particular relationship I
have?) After shuffling and coming to center, pull the bottom card
first. Next, draw the 9 cards from the top of the deck in order and
layout the spread. Shuffle to pull the overarching energy card from
the deck.
U – Card underneath O – Overarching energy of the entire reading
Card 1 -3 Energy of Person #1 Card 4-6 Energy of Person #2 Card
7-9 Energy of the Relationship (Also – card #5 – middle card – is
timing card)
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MJ's Daily Spread
After laying out – what grabs your attention first? Why?
Consider the cards and the relationships between them. Without letting your
rational mind “organize” this too much, what is the feeling of the pictures on the
cards? What feelings do you get? Get the overall “gist” of the reading, then go
deeper…. Start seeing relationships between the cards. What’s the general
direction of the energy? Positive? Negative? Neutral? Do you see other people?
Are these two people on the same page?
Next, pull one card (or however many you’re called to pull) to clarify any questions
you have with the original 9 cards. Once you’ve exhausted what you see, start the
additional cards.
Pull 2 cards, asking “what are the blocks to love in this situation?”
O

Pull 2 cards, asking “what are the actions I can take (or you can take) in this
situation?”
Pull 4 cards, asking “what are the messages this person’s higher self wants to share
with me…what do they want me to know?”
Pull 4 cards, asking….”how will this situation play out (you can add “this month” or
“this year” here if you like)?
What do these outcome cards tell you about your initial assessment of the
reading? What additional information came from the messages? Do you see a big
difference between the two? That’s likely because the other person isn’t sharing or
being authentic in how they’re showing up in this relationship.
You can now tell a bigger story regarding how this situation is unfolding. Good
questions to ask:
What can I learn from this situation?
Can I shift or change this outcome with any action, word or deed?
If I like this outcome, how can I support it
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